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Section 1: Who we are
Children Heard and Seen was established in 2014 to support children and families impacted
by parental imprisonment, with a focus on raising aspirations, improving emotional
wellbeing and breaking the cycle of intergenerational offending . We are a UK charity
dedicated to supporting this isolated and stigmatised group of young people in their own
communities. Whilst we were initially established as an Oxfordshire based charity, the
introduction of online support in 2020 has allowed us to signiﬁcantly extend our reach. We
now offer support to children across England and Wales.

We are committed to:
Providing high quality, tailored support for
children and their families.
Raising awareness surrounding the pains of
parental imprisonment and uplifting children's voices.

Ensuring children are identiﬁed, supported,
acknowledged and reﬂected in public policy.
Ensuring that children and their families should not
be judged or discriminated against because a
member of their family has been imprisoned.
Breaking the cycle of intergenerational offending
and family breakdown.
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Section 2: Why we do it
Children with a parent in prison face shame and stigma, and are
at a signiﬁcantly increased risk of mental health issues. Despite this,
there is no statutory framework for identifying or supporting these children.
Nationally, 65% of boys with a parent in prison go on to commit an offence.
Of the 500+ children we have supported, only 2 have gone on to offend.

312,000 children
are separated from
their parent by a
prison sentence
every year
They are three
times more likely to
commit anti-social
or delinquent
behaviour

They are more
likely to struggle
in educational
environments

Parental
imprisonment
puts children
at increased
risk!
They are more
vulnerable to
emotional
problems arising
from shame,
stigma and
isolation

65% of boys with
a convicted parent
go on to offend in
the future

25% are likely to
experience mental
health difﬁculties
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Section 3: Our Goals
These are the outcomes that form the focus of our work:

Children's voices are heard:
Children are listened to and can express their views and feelings safely
Children are given the opportunity to talk with other children in similar
situations without fear of judgement or shame

Reduce children's sense of shame, guilt and isolation:
Support children to understand their parent's offence is not their
fault
Provide opportunities for children to talk about their feelings

Support children to maximise their potential:
Children supported to have a positive view of themselves
Children need to have a sense they can achieve
Breaking the cycle of intergenerational offending

Families feel supported:
Families are supported to be able to have conversations with their
children
Families given the opportunity to talk about how they feel
Children helped to understand the process of imprisonment and are able
to ask questions about the criminal justice system
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Section 4: Our Methods
Our service provides:
Developing our own resources to help children to
explore complex emotions in accessible ways

Mentoring support for a year for children to discuss their feelings
and to face the challenges of having a parent in prison.

Delivering peer support groups for children where they can
meet others who share their experience whilst having fun.

One to one support, provided by trained practitioners, to allow children to
explore difﬁcult emotions in a safe and secure environment.
Throughout lockdown, we introduced a range of online support and activity
groups to help families stay connected and ﬁght isolation.
Outings, conﬁdence and relationship building projects and
activity days for children and families.
Support for parents and carers to facilitate positive
change for their children.
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Section 5: The wider perspective
Using service users' experiences and voices to raise awareness and inﬂuence
policy both locally and nationally. This year, we have worked harder than ever to
amplify the voices of children and families impacted by parental imprisonment.
This has included:
We created two innovative collections
of poems and drawings from the
families that we work with to allow
them to share their experiences. In total,
these collections included over 60
entries! The ﬁnished books were sent to
MPs, Prison Governors and High Sheriffs
across the country to raise awareness
about the experiences of children
impacted by parental imprisonment.
We raised awareness through speaking in podcasts, radio
and TV Interviews, including:
BBC South,
BBC Radio Oxford
Times Radio
ITV News
Channel 4,
Channel 5

BBC Women's Hour Appearance
One Small Thing Podcast
Oxford Mail articles
The Guardian
and more!

We shared experiences and insight through blogs, media and recordings. We have also
supported multiple carers to write their own blog posts to share their experiences.
We provided expert evidence at the Human Rights Select Committee
about the impacts of parental imprisonment on children. We also helped
a number of our families provide evidence to have their voices heard.
We supported the design of interventions and activities to help other
institutions support families during the pandemic.
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Section 6: Our Achievements
this Year

As a charity with such a small staff, we are incredibly proud of the scale
and reach of the support that we have been able to provide in the last year. We
currently have the equivalent of 5 full time staff members. Below are a selection of key
facts to highlight some of our biggest achievements this year:

472

Online activity and
support groups for
children and carers

1200+

162

51

One to one support

New children

Children provided with

sessions delivered

referred

volunteer mentoring

125

216

Volunteers

Children currently

Active

Laptops provided to

recruited

supported

volunteers

allow families to access

46

60+
online support

OxYouth Awards awarded our young
people the Young Activist Award
Outstanding Local/Regional Organisation
(awarded by the Criminal Justice Alliance)

How are Families Referred to Us?
The vast majority of children we support come to us through
self-referral, social care, or education services. Reaching out to
these families is one of the central challenges of our work.

35.4%
27.0%

30.1% Education 1.7% Other
Social Care 5.7% Prison Services
Self
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Ensuring children's
voices are heard:
Jake's* story...
Jake (8), was scared to talk to anyone about the imprisonment of his father.
While at school he had been telling his friends that he had witnessed the
arrest in his house, and how he had to sit on the sofa when eight police
ofﬁcers burst into the house shouting. At school he was called into the Head
Master's ofﬁce and told that it was not appropriate to talk about his situation
at school. Therefore, Jake felt that he couldn't share his experience with the
people he cared about.
Jake’s mother got in touch with Children Heard and Seen because she was worried that Jake
was becoming increasingly withdrawn. He was not opening up and talking to her or anyone
about his feelings. In our initial discussion with the family, we invited Jake and his mother to
come to one of Children Heard and Seen’s support groups, a safe space where children can
meet others and talk about their experiences. Jake was willing to come, and he was so
overwhelmed at his ﬁrst session that other children were talking about visiting the prison and
that they missed their parents that he began to cry. When he was asked why he was crying
he explained that he thought he was the only person experiencing this and couldn’t believe that
he had met other children who felt like he felt.
Providing a platform for Jake to feel safe and be surrounded by other children in similar
circumstances reduced Jake’s feelings of isolation. Through attending the groups, Jake was
able to talk to other children about the process of imprisonment and what it is like going on
visits. He became more conﬁdent and kept coming back to the weekly support groups. In
subsequent sessions, Jake began to form strong relationships within the group. His mother
reported that she had seen a real difference in Jake after he had taken part in the support
group that he was less withdrawn and more conﬁdent. Jake now feels comfortable talking to
his mother about how he is feeling and asked his mother if it was okay to visit Dad in prison.
Mum agreed and Children Heard and Seen supported Jake to prepare him for his ﬁrst visit.

*For the purposes of conﬁdentiality, the names used in the following case studies have been
changed, and the images shown are not of the children involved
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Reducing children's
sense of shame, guilt and isolation:
Bryony's story...
Bryony contacted the charity following the imprisonment of her partner. He had been
arrested at home in front of their two young children (Sean and Jamie), and the charge
was read in front of the children. This had a massive impact on the children’s view of the
police; the older child (Sean) would cry when he saw a police car, and was terriﬁed of
the police who had come and forcefully taken away his father. He was experiencing
bullying at school, and felt isolated as he was excluded from parties held by his
classmates. At ﬁrst, Bryony wanted to protect Sean by not talking with him about what
he had witnessed as she thought that to do so would be too distressing for him.
It was important that Bryony had the chance to process and come to terms with her own feelings
of shock, loss and separation so that she could feel able to support her children. It is frequently
hard for parents to know what to say to children when they themselves are in a state of confusion
and distress. Bryony was supported by a worker from Children Heard and Seen over a six-week
period prepare her to talk to the children about what had happened, where Dad was, and about
the overwhelming feelings resulting from having witnessed the arrest.
Through providing a safe space for Bryony to process her own feelings following the arrest and
imprisonment, she felt better equipped to support Sean and give him a safe space to articulate his
own fears and worries. She also had a much greater appreciation of how important it was for her
to talk with the children, and how allowing conversations to happen would help them process
difﬁcult emotions and feelings. Bryony was also able to think about and better understand the
children's feelings. For example, Sean had felt that his Dad had been taken away
because he (Sean) was naughty, and Bryony was able to think about
the shame that he felt and was able to make subtle changes to
her parenting style to be mindful of how words can easily
trigger feelings. Bryony felt much more conﬁdent as a parent
to understand, support and protect her children. She had
become more comfortable with what can often be
difﬁcult conversations with children.
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Supporting children
to maximise their potential:
Jamie's story...
When Jamie was referred to Children Heard and Seen, he had been
struggling at school and had a ﬁxed-term exclusion. He had experienced
bullying at school due to having a parent in prison, which had led to him
ﬁghting with other students. He had become socially isolated and had lost
friendships from school. He was not involved in any out of school activities
and felt a sense of shame about his situation.
Children Heard and Seen provided a mentor for Jamie with the aim of supporting him back
into mainstream education. He met his mentor weekly over a period of eighteen months.
This gave him someone to talk to outside the family and have the opportunity to discuss his
feelings with a positive adult role model. Jamie also began attending Children Heard and
Seen group activities, and he enjoyed being able to talk openly with other young people
about having an imprisoned parent and sharing experiences in a safe environment.
Having the space and time to talk to a trusted mentor meant that Jamie became happier
and more settled. The support also enabled him to regain access to education. The length
of the mentoring relationship gave him time to process his feelings of shame and
embarrassment regarding the imprisonment of his father whilst understanding that it was
up to him who he told about his situation. He knew that he was well supported if ever he
felt that he was struggling and couldn’t cope.
School reported that Jamie’s behaviour had improved dramatically and truancy from
lessons had stopped. He is now thriving at school, recently receiving very positive end of
term reports and has started attending a local Scout group. Jamie says that he loves
spending time with friends at the charity and that he likes school now. Jamie’s Grandmother
says that she has seen such a great change in Jamie since he was referred to Children
Heard and Seen and that having a mentor to talk to has meant the world to him as they
get on so well and it has really helped Jamie to get back on track. He continues to attend a
Children Heard and Seen weekly youth group and knows that his mentor will still offer
support to him when needed.
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Helping families feel
supported:
Jane and Harriet's story...
Jane and Harriet’s family were referred to Children Heard
and Seen by their local primary school. Mum (Alison) experienced anxiety
and did not feel comfortable telling her children and was worried about what
questions the children might ask. When our worker ﬁrst met Alison, she disclosed
that both Jane and Harriet did not know that their father was in prison.
The worker talked through the pros and cons of telling the children, and Alison decided that
she did want to tell the children but did not feel comfortable telling them by herself. A date
was set for the worker to visit the home to support the mum in telling the children, and to
make sure that the environment was quiet and safe, where the children could listen and
process the information, and then be able to ask lots of questions
On that afternoon there was a family craft group taking place which was led by another
service user. Jane and Harriet were able to talk to the other children, and Mum found she
was able to talk to other parents who shared similar experiences. Having the safe,
supported space to ask questions about the imprisonment of their parent was helpful for
Mum and the children. The children felt able to ask questions about what it’s like inside a
prison, how long Dad would be there, and what to expect were they went to visit Dad. The
children were listened to, were able to express their views safely and were helped to
understand the process of imprisonment. They were able to make friends with children who
had similar experiences and emotions and could talk without feeling embarrassment or
shame.
Mum has expressed that she no longer feels socially isolated and her anxiety has greatly
reduced. She now feels she has a supportive network of friends that she met through the
group who have encouraged her to do more social activities. She is much more conﬁdent
and now has a job for the ﬁrst time since the children were born. School describes the
family as being transformed.
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Section 7: Funding - Moving Forward
We are eager to identify and support more children impacted by parental imprisonment,
but to do this we need to access additional funding. The costings below would enable
us to identify and support 100 children with face to face support over one year.

£12,000

£28,000

Group work/activity days
(total hire of venues, resources
and equipment)

35 volunteers

(inc. recruitment training,
support + expenses)

100

Children

£36,000

£36,000

Full time Project Coordinator

Full time volunteer coordinator

(salary and on-costs + expenses)

(salary and on-costs + expenses)

The total cost for the identiﬁcation and support for 100 children
would be £112,000 for a year. We want to break the generational
cycle of offending - It is estimated that every £1 invested in
supporting prisoners' families could save the taxpayer £11.

To support and
achieve the
outcomes outlined
above for one child
for one year would
cost £1,120.

What your support could buy...
£30

£250

This amount would
pay for one child
to receive a one
to one support
session with a
trained practitioner
to explore feelings
and complete
guided exercises.

One to One
Support

Online
Activity Group

£400

Ofﬁce
Rental

£10,000

This amount would pay
for an online activity
group for 10 children to
meet others in similar
circumstances and
understand that they are
not alone. Cost includes
stafﬁng and sending out
resources to each child.

This amount would
pay for our ofﬁce
space at Hill End for
one month. Providing
space to deliver one
to one sessions and
coordinate our
efforts in supporting
families.

This amount would pay for
the total cost of our 3 day
Summer Residential,
designed to help families
connect outdoors and
reduce isolation. Costing
includes site hire, food and
outdoor activities, e.g. rockclimbing and abseiling.

Summer
Residential
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Section 8: Family Testimonials
Responding to the needs of families is one of the core pillars of our work. We regularly run
online consultations to measure the impact of our support. These consultations allow us
to gain a better understanding of how our services are experienced by families, and help
us to adapt in order to maximize our positive impact. Below are several examples of
feedback that we have received from families through the use of online questionnaires.
Children Heard and Seen have been an amazing support since we got involved with
"them,
having a 1:1 session for my son that provides him a safe space to talk about things

that have been troubling him has really helped! It has enabled him to process what he
has previously kept locked in his head and build his conﬁdence in opening up... It has
also provided myself contact with women going through the same thing as me offering
me support to raise my son in a situation that at times has been hard.
- Katie, Mum of one child.

"

all children are thought of."
" Even in a pandemic you make sure
- Hayley, Mum of two children.
So glad we found you, I just wish we had 17 months ago. There was no help with
"ﬁnding
support and we muddled through. I feel like I have had a big
weight lifted knowing you are all there for me and the grandchildren. Thank you x
"
- Grandmother of ﬁve children.
involved in Children Heard & Seen has helped my daughter immensely knowing
" Being
she can speak freely about her dad in prison without being judged and also having
other children who understand what she is going through is very reassuring for her. "
-K, Mum of one child.

"
"

children really enjoy the art groups. They get so excited when
" My
they get their art packs through the post. It's something to look
forward to and see other faces while having fun. "
- Victoria, Mum of two children.
I came away so touched at how amazing you all are. You
"made
me realise that I am not alone. Thanks to everyone

"

who organises this, you really don't know what it means to us all.
- Mother of two children.
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Section 9: Our Key Supporters
We cannot thank enough everyone who supported Children Heard and Seen
over the last year in providing relief to 225 children across the country. We are
only able to recognise some of our supporters here, but without every single
person who stands alongside us, our work would not be possible.

Partnerships and Pro Bono Work
Hill End: In October 2020, we moved into our new
ofﬁce space at Hill End. A beautiful outdoor
environment with plenty of space for our families to
meet and observe social distancing rules. Hill End has
allowed us to host activity days on site, and provided
Activity Instructors for a session hosted for families in
August 2020.
Hamilton Brown and the Farringdon Furlough Club:
Designed our new logo and branding completely
free of charge during the lockdown.

Oxford Food Hub: Contributed food for our residential
and Wellbeing boxes.

Little Inventors: Provided books to be completed in
online activity sessions and featured us on their website.

Buckinghamshire

Kindness Wave: Provided
activity packs for children that we support at
Christmas and Easter.
Mothers Union: Provided advent calendars for our

families during Christmas, and hand-knitted chicks for
Easter.
5 Aside Chess: Donated chess sets to each family.

High Sheriff Christmas Cards: Our families

provided the artwork used in the High Sheriff of
Berkshire's Christmas cards.

Danny Lee + Korky Paul: Author and illustrator of

the novel, Finding Dad, ran multiple online groups
during lockdown and also judged the winners of our
Poetry and Drawing Competition.

I'm Working Here: An event celebrating the Poetry
of Anna Mendelssohn requested attendees donate
to Children Heard and Seen in lieu of an entry fee
and promoted our work on social media.
Christmas Presents: A group of Oxfordshire based
businesses very generously provided Christmas
presents to every child that we work with. Donors
included:
Blake Morgan LLP, Breckon & Breckon, Cazenove Capital, Oxford
Brookes University, St Anne's College, University of Oxford, Oxford
Preservation Trust, Nufﬁeld College, Glanville Consultants Ltd, Focus
Corporation, CALA Homes Ltd, AECOM, Picker Financial Group
LLC, Wenn Townsend, Oxford Architects LLP, Clandy International
Licesing Company, OUP, JPPC, RPS Consulting, Hoare Lea, Paul
BAsham Asscociates, Carter Jones

Financial Support
We are so grateful to all of our supporters for their continued generosity and we are committed to
ensuring our income is used effectively and responsibly. This year, we have been so lucky to be supported
by such a wide range of fantastic donors, including:
BBC Children in Need • Bernard Lewis Charitable Trust • TVP Draw & Talk • Sussex Community Foundation • Berkshire
Community Foundation • Oakdale Family Trust • Quartet Community Foundation • TVP Police Property Fund • Oxfordshire
Community Foundation • BBC Booster Grant • TVP High Sheriff of Berkshire • Criminal Justice Awards • Cheshire Assura
Grant • Ground Work Bags of Help • Tambour Foundation • Good Exchange • Dudley Fishbourne Charitable Trust •
Timpson Foundation • Bartle Community Trust • Councillor Priority Fund • Sharon Stallibrass • Roger Swindells • Max
Windich • Caroline Stacy • Deborah Linskey • Evenlode Investment Management Ltd • Leon Acquah.

We are also incredibly grateful for the outstanding public support that we have received that has
helped Children Heard and Seen grow in such a challenging year. Through contributions to our Virgin
Money Giving page, public donations contributed £16,885 to our annual income this year.
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Volunteer Support

Student Social Workers

This year, our service beneﬁtted from the support of more
volunteers than ever before. Existing volunteers continued
to offer their skills in book keeping, data collection,
mentoring, and group work, whilst new volunteers
played a vital role in outreach and fundraising work
throughout the year. Here are just some of the ways that
volunteers got involved to support us this year:

This year, 6 Student social workers
began their 70-100 day placements
with us, delivering essential support to
children with a parent in prison. These
students have been recruited from
universities across the country, including
Canterbury, Chester and Manchester.

Supporting Children in Lockdown
During lockdown, many volunteers were able to continue offering face to face mentoring whilst taking
children on outdoor walks to discuss feelings. Volunteers also helped with the delivery of online support, either
facilitating group sessions or delivering one to one support via zoom. The introduction of online delivery has
meant that we have been able to recruit skilled individuals from across the country. This expansion made
made it possible for us to hand-deliver Wellbeing boxes to 92 families across England in February 2021.
Wellbeing boxes were designed to boost spirits of families as we reentered lockdown, and show children that
they were valued by their local communities.

Mentoring Stories

Online Groups

This year, we have provided
volunteer mentor support for
51 children. Every mentoring
relationship is unique and
varied but all volunteers
provide a neutral place
outside the family home for a
child with a parent in prison.
One mentor bought boxing
equipment for their mentee
so that they could train
together and bond over
shared
interests.
Finding
common ground with young
people helps them to feel
more conﬁdent in opening up.
We're so excited to see how
this mentoring relationship
continues to develop!

Illustration Workshop: Korky Paul, illustrator of Finding Dad, ran an
online masterclass in drawing where children were taught new skills.

CHASE: Weekly CHASE sessions led by a dedicated team of
volunteers. Groups are designed for primary aged children who have
a parent in prison, focusing on reducing isolation and making friends.

Finding Dad, storytelling sessions: Danny Lee, author of Finding
Dad, ran multiple sessions to read his novel to the children we support.

Modern Art Oxford: Ran a series of online crafting workshops. 36
children attended, all earning an Arts Award Discover certiﬁcation.

Shakespeare UnBard: Hosted a mask-making workshop inspired by
the play, A Midsummer NIght's Dream.

Fabtic: Over the summer holidays, we ran three online workshops in
partnership with Joanna Foster at Fabtic focusing on ﬁre safety.

Parents Groups: Our weekly parents group was also lucky enough to
be visited by a range of guest speakers this year, including:
David Breakspear
John Storybook Teller

Sam Bunch
Ralph Lubkowski

Fundraising
We would also like to thank HMP Doncaster, The Oxford
Flotation Centre, Pen and Corrections Haiku Book, The People
in Prison and their Potential book, Twin Tracks, and more for
their various and impressive efforts in fundraising for children
Heard and Seen.
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THANK YOU!
We’d like to say a big THANK YOU to everyone who has supported Children
Heard and Seen through such a challenging year. Your support has allowed us to
adapt quickly to the challenges of the pandemic, and support more children
than ever before. From using online support to signiﬁcantly extend the reach of
our work, to developing a range of new and accessible resources for children
impacted by parental imprisonment, we are incredibly proud of the positive
impacts that we have had this year in supporting families.
Whilst we celebrate the success of our organisation in supporting children over
the last year, it is important to remember that this work is far from over. In the
coming year, we hope to build on our existing services, maintaining nationwide
virtual support as a core element of our new service model. With your support,
we look forward to meeting new challenges head on in pursuit of our core aim
of supporting children with a parent in prison.
To ﬁnd out more about the work that we do and see how you could get
involved to support children impacted by parental imprisonment, please visit
https://childrenheardandseen.co.uk
We would also like to say a big thank you to Theo, Lucy, and Annalisa, whose
artwork has been included on the cover and contents page of this report. All
three of these pieces, and more, were included in our Life in Lockdown: Poetry
and Drawing Collection, published in November 2020.
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Telephone: 07557 339258
Email: info@childrenheardandseen.co.uk
Children Heard and Seen
Hill End Camp
Eynsham Road
Cumnor
OX2 9NJ
www.childrenheardandseen.co.uk
@ChildrenHandS

Children Heard and Seen

@childrenhands
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